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Name 5.Are there any other ways that you think we could receive comments on planning policy consultations? 

Martin Hall No, I think the present method is perfectly adequate 

Mr & Mrs Leng no 
K A Miller reduce the number of questions. Split the document into separate booklets, simplify the questions and ask for that persons view with 

space enough for their reply. No tick boxes 
Mrs K G 
Freeman 

You should directly write to the people that live in the proposed development areas and clearly let them know what is being planned 
(ALREADY) to re (clarify?)  and no TRICKS!! To pus us off the TRAIL of what has ALREADY been planned for us AGAINST our wishes. 

Mr William 
Freeman 

You should directly write to the people that live in the proposed development areas and CLEARLY let them know what is being planned so 
as to be clear!!  and no TRICKS To put us off of  the TRAIL of what is really planned !!! 

Mrs Valerie 
Mavin 

You should directly write to the people that live in the proposed development areas and clearly let them know what is being  or been 
planned so as to be clear !!  and no TRICKS To put us off of the trail of is really planned  

Robert R G Day Local opinions and councils are wrongly overridden by appeals to Bristol this is undemocratic  

Nik O'Flynn I think many people are unaware of the scale of the plans due to the very generalised leaflet. Community Choices I think the relevant 
section of the questionnaire (e.g pages on Waltham Abbey) should have been posted to everyone in that area (e.g. Waltham Abbey) with 
the provision that people could get the rest of the questionnaire if needed. I found it difficult to get the document and questionnaire as all 
workshops were between 5-9pm when I work. 

Barbara Seal not just by email. Relevant notice leaflet sent around houses. More details on exact details of area.  
Leslie Richard 
Holliwell 

No, the process seems thorough 

Mr & Mrs 
Walker 

By post and local survey in High Street 

Chigwell 
Residents 
Action Group 

By engaging 'plain English' expert advice. By conducting inclusive workshops to gain responses from the local populace. At the workshops 
which were held it was clear the forward planning team were not listening.  
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Lesley Wagland 
Member of 
Chigwell Parish 
Council and of 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

BY adopting a 'bottom up' rather than 'top down' approach. By circulating door to door, one page official documents. By engaging 'plain 
English' expert advice.  

Edie Bow 
(Chairman) 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

adopting a 'bottom up' rather than 'top down' approach 

Mrs Joan Smith Community 'drop in' sessions and better advertising of them 

Mrs Val Evans 
Epping Upland 
Parish Council 

So long as there are arrangements for : 1) those who suffer from disabilities and 2) written responses continue to be allowed until there is 
proper internet access in all areas- in some rural areas internet access is either limited or very poor where slow dial-up is still the only 
facility. 

Mrs Lisa Berry 
& Mrs A 
McCarthy 

not through parish council as should be an individual residents opinion. Leaflets were not descriptive and clear on what it was about 

Chelmsford City 
Council 

NO, the Draft SCI offers a range of ways for consultees to make comments 

Friends of 
Epping Forest. 
Judith Adams 

No 

Mrs Valerie 
Loftis 

I think the process is unsound because the communications process with residents of nearbye districts has not been considered and 
financial concerns of say Harlow Council have prevented both Councils from consulting their residents in a fair inclusive manner ie. I don't 
think Harlow residents know that the Council will want to build 10,000 new homes using green belt land just over the borders of Harlow 
with the Government grant money mostly going to other district Councils such as Herts and Epping. This will make Harlow's infrastructure 
and services crumble whislt other districts help to remove their own problems to their outer fringes. Does Epping District or Herts 
Councils intend to building roads, school, parks and leisure facilities too? Probably not !!!  
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Mrs Deborah 
Tonkiss, High 
Ongar Parish 
Council 

Comments on planning policy consultations could be received via local newspapers, EFDC website, Facebook and Twitter. Environmental 
Agencies and Highways should be consulted routinely before planning is agreed. 

Mr S A 
McGuinness 

No 

Paul Dunn Not really - paper and electronic formats seem to have it covered along with walk in shows and walk in sessions 
 


